1. Introduction. Let D denote the open unit disc with center at the origin. It is known that if/and all its derivatives are univalent in D, then/must be an entire function of exponential type [11] . However, to conclude that/is entire, we shall show it is not necessary to suppose that each derivative is univalent in D.
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Let pn be the largest number with the property that/(n) is univalent in an open disc about the origin of radius pn. (Note that pn is finite unless f<n)(z)=az+b. We shall exclude this possibility by always assuming that / is not a polynomial.) In this paper, we investigate the relation between the growth of {pn}ñ= o and the radius of convergence of / about the origin. In particular, we show that if pn converges to zero slowly enough, then / must still be an entire function. (See the corollary to Theorem 1.) Further, if/is entire, we exhibit relations between the growth of {/>"}"= o and the order and type of/ It is well known [12, p. 212] , [3] that if/is defined in a disc about the origin of radius p by It is also well known [6, p. 213] , [4, p. 3] that if/is univalent in D, then a^O and
We shall use both these facts in the proofs below. For convenience of notation, we shall sometimes write/(0)=/and an = a(n).
2. Derivatives with varying radii of univalence. We single out two kinds of functions. Let / be an analytic function defined in |z|<Ä. (We allow R=<x>.) We shall say that / has property (A) at N if there is a nonnegative integer, N, such that for n^N, p">0. Note that this implies that if n^N, then an+1^0. We shall say that / has property (B) at A^ if there is a positive integer, N, such that {|aB-i/flii|}r=w ¡s a positive and nondecreasing sequence. Note that property (B) implies property (A). This proves (2.3).
We no longer assume that/has property (A). Let 0<r<R. Since 2 |an|rn<oo, there is an increasing sequence, {np}p= 1; of positive integers such that forp =1,2,..., and k=2, 3,..., we have |a(wp + l)|^ {afa+k)^"-1. For « = 1,2,..., let xn= If n = «p for some/», let an + 1= 1. Otherwise, let a" = 0. Define/2 by/2(z) = 2/°= i afz1. We use (1.1) to show that/_V is univalent in a disc about the origin of radius l/(»")1/a:
Hence, for/2, lim sup-^.« «pn^lim supp_oo «p/(«p)1'2 = co, but the radius of convergence of/2 about the origin is 1.
3. Entire functions and univalent derivatives. Next, we obtain relations between the radii of univalence of the derivatives of an entire function,/ and the order and type of/ In this and the following section, we shall let A be the order and A be the lower order of/ If 0 < A < oo, we let T be the type and t be the lower type of/ Several results connecting the order and type of an entire function with the sequence, {p"}"°_i, already exist. Boas has shown [1] We shall improve these results and establish several more as well.
Lemma. Let f be defined on \z\<R by f(z) = *2.k=0akzk. Hence, from (3.12) and (3.13), we get (3.9).
Since/has property (B), we have that and y = lim sup « 8 = lira inf « a" a«_i From this, (2.5), and (2.7), parts (3.10) and (3.11) can be proved.
Assume now that 0< A<oo. From [10] , it follows that eAt = liminf«|an|A,n.
We use this, (3.7), and (3.13) to establish the last two parts of the theorem. The proofs are similar to the proof of (3.5), and so are omitted.
Corollary.
Let f be an entire function with property (B). 
